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EDITORIAL COMMENT
Heart Valve Team Conundrum
The Optimal Management Strategy of Severe Aortic Stenosis
in Cancer Patients*
Pompilio Faggiano, MD,a Roberto Lorusso, MD, PHD,b Stefano Carugo, MD,c,d Andrea Faggiano, MDc,d
C ancer and aortic valve stenosis (AS) are 2 of
the leading causes of death in developed
countries.1 The concomitant occurrence of

cancer and severe AS is a common medical scenario
with several mechanisms contributing: shared under-
lying risk factors, inflammatory state, and valve-toxic
effects of cancer therapy, especially chest radio-
therapy. This clinical setting should prompt the clini-
cian to investigate any possible cardiovascular side
effects induced by cancer therapy such as left ventric-
ular dysfunction or coronary atherosclerosis, which
may consequently influence the management choice.
Not surprisingly, AS outcomes are worse in patients
with cancer. More than 50% of mortality is cancer-
related but, despite this, cancer patients not undergo-
ing treatment for severe AS have a significantly worse
prognosis.2 The complexity of the 2 diseases, the poor
prognosis and the spectrum of treatment options
arise a major clinical dilemma.3 The clinician faces
several questions, sometimes with considerable
ethical implications.
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IS CANCER-RELATED LIFE EXPECTANCY

SUFFICIENT TO JUSTIFY A VALVE

REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE?

For this procedure not to be futile, patients should
generally have a postprocedural life expectancy
of 1 year or greater. However, accurately estimating
prognosis is often difficult in this patient population,
especially given the rapidly expanding therapies for
cancer. The presence of metastatic cancer is typically
associated with a shorter life expectancy. Interest-
ingly, a recent work from Japan has shown that in
the event of metastatic disease, if radical cancer
treatment is anyway feasible, the prognosis is still
satisfactory. Conversely, metastatic patients who
cannot undergo radical cancer treatment have a poor
prognosis after transcatheter aortic valve implanta-
tion (TAVI).4 Only a close collaboration between the
Heart Team and the oncologist allows to properly
estimate patient prognosis and allocate appropriate
management.
CAN PATIENTS UNDERGO CANCER TREATMENT

DESPITE SEVERE SYMPTOMATIC AS AND/OR ARE

THEY INELIGIBLE FOR VALVE REPLACEMENT

BECAUSE OF CANCER?

This aspect is crucial in the therapeutic decision-
making (DM) process. It is imperative to define what
the priority is: treating first cancer or AS. Where pa-
tients can safely receive effective oncologic treatment
in the presence of severe AS, it is reasonable to
consider them for valve replacement as soon as
malignancy remission is confirmed.3 Indeed, the his-
tory of a cancer in remission impacts the prognosis of
patients with AS significantly less than an active
cancer.2
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Conversely, where cancer treatment is necessary,
but aortic stenosis needs to be addressed before
cancer interventions, the timing of AS treatment
requires consideration. Often cancer treatment
cannot be delayed for 2 months as is necessary after a
surgical valve replacement (SAVR). Consequently, the
urgency to anticipate the oncological therapy as soon
as possible is a sufficient clinical criterion to direct
the treatment of AS toward a TAVI procedure, able to
minimize the delays in cancer care from 2 months to
y2 weeks. A reasonable exception to this DM process
could be the possibility that the planned cancer
treatment is radical surgery and that combined
single-stage cardiac-oncological surgery is safely
feasible.5 Especially in the presence of left ventricular
dysfunction, aortic regurgitation, or critical coronary
artery disease, oncological surgery has a high
intraoperative risk of acute decompensation. Such
situations could require a combined single-stage
oncological-valve treatment, not necessarily entirely
surgical. In this setting, procedures conducted in the
hybrid operating room (“hybrid procedures”) would
allow to carry out in rapid succession TAVI, with or
without percutaneous coronary intervention, and
cancer surgery.

WHAT IS THE MOST APPROPRIATE AORTIC

VALVE REPLACEMENT PROCEDURE IN

CANCER PATIENTS? SAVR OR TAVI?

Where immediate oncological treatment is not
needed or cancer is in remission, nonurgent clinical
DM helps identify the most suitable aortic valve
replacement procedure. With the exception of pa-
tients with symptomatic severe AS caused by radia-
tion, in which TAVI is recommended by the
guidelines,6 the standard treatment remains SAVR,
although cancer patients are generally considered
poor candidates for cardiac surgery mainly because of
comorbidities that increase morbidity and mortality.
It is worth considering that usually valve surgery re-
quires extracorporeal circulation which seems to
induce immunosuppression and increase inflamma-
tion. However, the relationship between the use of
extracorporeal circulation and cancer progression has
not yet been clearly demonstrated.7 Furthermore, in
the DM process, it is necessary to assess whether
high-risk features for SAVR that make TAVI more
appropriate are present. For example, cancer-induced
thrombocytopenia or anemia, porcelain aorta, previ-
ous cardiac surgery, and frailty are all factors that tip
the balance toward TAVI.8 A recent meta-analysis
shows that TAVI may be a safe and effective
therapeutic option for cancer patients affected by
severe AS, with short-term mortality and periopera-
tive complications rate similar between cancer pa-
tients and controls.9 A recent study found that TAVI
and SAVR had similar in-patient mortality and 30-day
readmission, while TAVI was associated with lower
vascular complications, acute kidney injury, cardio-
genic shock, and respiratory complications despite
more comorbidities at baseline.10

In this issue of JACC: Advances, Ullah et al11 con-
ducted a large nationwide analysis evaluating trends
and outcomes of TAVI vs SAVR in cancer patients
affected by solid tumors. As expected, using the
Nationwide Inpatient Sample United States of
America database, the authors found a steep yearly
increase in the utilization of TAVI from 2011 to 2018
irrespective of the type of cancer. Indeed, by the
year 2015, the proportion of TAVI procedures sur-
passed the corresponding proportion of SAVR pro-
cedures reflecting the tendency of clinicians to rely
more on TAVI in this setting. This is not surprising
considering that the minimally invasive nature of
TAVI may lead clinicians to prefer it to SAVR in
complex and fragile patients. Interestingly, the au-
thors found different outcomes of TAVI vs SAVR
according to the different tumor site. Compared with
SAVR, TAVI was associated with a similar or lower
rate of major adverse cardiovascular events, stroke,
and in-hospital mortality in all different types of
cancers except for colon-rectal cancer. As empha-
sized by the author, the higher odds of major
adverse cardiovascular events and stroke with TAVI
among colon-rectal cancer patients were mainly
driven by the older and female population. Among
all cancer types, TAVI in patients with prostate
cancer had the most favorable outcomes compared
with SAVR. Taking into consideration the time
period 2002 to 2018, TAVI was associated with a
higher rate of permanent pace-maker implantation.
It is reasonable to believe that the use of new-
generation TAVI could decrease this complication
over time also among cancer patients. Unfortu-
nately, being the results from a national database,
they intrinsically lack of important clinical informa-
tion, which would probably allow a further individ-
ualized management strategy. Moreover, the study
does not include patients with hematological can-
cers, which seems to be more prone to perioperative
complications after heart surgery.12 Despite the
above-mentioned limitations, this analysis adds
some missing information to solve the conundrum of
the optimal management strategy of severe AS in
cancer patients.



FIGURE 1 Algorithm for the Management of Symptomatic Severe Aortic Stenosis in Cancer Patients

AS ¼ aortic valve stenosis; SAVR ¼ surgical aortic valve replacement; TAVI ¼ transcatheter aortic valve implantation.
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In light of the current literature and of the new
data from Ullah et al, we propose a DM algorithm for
the management of symptomatic severe AS in cancer
patients. As illustrated by Figure 1, in the case of
active cancer, once it is ascertained that cancer-
related life expectancy is >1 year, that cancer treat-
ment is not feasible before AS treatment, and that
cancer treatment can be delayed for at least 2 months,
the DM process is comparable to cancer in remission.
At this point, we suggest evaluation for the presence
of high-risk features for SAVR and/or clinical condi-
tions favoring TAVI. Where such conditions are not
present, the choice between TAVI and SAVR rests in
the judgment of the heart team, including consider-
ation that tumor site can influence management
strategy.
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